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Abstract
Meaningfully automating sociotechnical business collaboration promises efficiency-, effectiveness-, and quality
increases for realizing next-generation decentralized autonomous organizations. For automating business-process
aware cross-organizational operations, the development of existing choreography languages is technology driven
and focuses less on sociotechnical suitability and expressiveness concepts and properties that recognize the
interaction between people in organizations and technology in workplaces. This gap our suitability- and
expressiveness exploration fills by means of a cross-organizational collaboration ontology that we map as a
proof-of-concept evaluation to the eSourcing Markup Language (eSML). The latter we test in a feasibility case study to
meaningfully support the automation of business collaboration. The developed eSourcing ontology and eSML is
replicable for exploring strengths and weaknesses of other choreography languages.
Keywords: Smart contracting; Choreography; eSourcing; Suitability; Expressiveness; Cross-organizational; B2B;
Business process; Sociotechnical; Decentralized autonomous organizations
1 Introduction
With the emergence of new automation paradigms such
as service-oriented computing (SOC) and cloud comput-
ing (CC), the way companies collaborate with each other
experiences significant changes. SOC [1] comprises the
creation of automation logic in the form of web services.
In CC [2], access to web-based applications, web ser-
vices, and IT infrastructure as a service happens through
the Internet. Web services [3] are an important vehicle
for enabling organizations to cooperate with each other
by cross-organizationally linking business processes [4-7]
with choreography languages for the purpose of elec-
tronic outsourcing. More recently, a trend-reinforcement
occurs with so-called decentralized autonomous orga-
nizations and -corporations that are powered by smart
contracts [8,9] to form agreements with people via the
block chain [10]. The ontological concepts and prop-
erties for the design of smart-contracting systems [11]
we derive from legal principles, economic theory, and
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theories of reliable and secure protocols. The smart con-
tract itself is a computerized transaction protocol [12] that
executes the terms of a contract. The blockchain is a dis-
tributed database for independently verifying the chain
of ownership of artefacts in hash values that result from
cryptographic digests [13].
With respect to existing choreography languages, the
most notable are versions of the Business Process
Execution Language such as AbstractBPEL [14] and
BPEL4Chor [15], Web Services Choreography Descrip-
tion Language (WS-CDL) [16], Business Process Model-
ing Notation (BPMN) [17,18] Let’s Dance [19], ebXML
BPSS [20] and more recently, the Business Choreography
Language (BCL) [21]. However, not only existing choreog-
raphy languages but also other XML-based languages for
SOC lack adoption by industry. A reason is the approach
for language development that does not take into account
sociotechnical suitability and expressiveness deficiencies
that recognizes the interaction between people in orga-
nizations and technology in workplaces. Sociotechnical
systems comprise theory about the social aspects of peo-
ple and society and technical aspects of organizational
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structure and processes. Suitability means that choreogra-
phy languages comprise concepts and properties to allow
the formulation of real-world business-collaboration sce-
narios in many perspectives. Expressiveness means the
constructs of a choreography language have semantic clar-
ity for ensuring uniform enactment behaviour by different
business process engines. Additionally, contractual agree-
ments are the foundation of business collaboration. This
paper fills the gap by answering the research question
how to systematically develop a language for cross-
organizational and contract-based collaboration specifi-
cations. From there we deduce several sub-questions.
What is the collaboration context and model the spec-
ification language must cater for? What are the main
suitability- and expressiveness concepts and -properties?
The means to answer the research questions are first,
a so-called eSourcing ontology [22] that comprises the
concepts and properties we generate from the suitability
and expressiveness study. The eSourcing ontology devel-
opment with the tool Protégé [23] allows for an appli-
cation of the HermiT OWL reasoner [24] to check for
the ontology consistency, identify subsumption relation-
ships between classes, and so on. Secondly, as a means
of feasibility evaluation, the eSourcing ontology we trans-
late into the eSourcing Markup Language eSML for which
we give the schema definition [25] and additional doc-
umentation online. The core difference in the approach
to developing eSML is the existence of process views
[4] for respective collaborating organizations for estab-
lishing a contractual consensus during the collaboration-
setup phase. These process views are subsets of larger
in-house processes of which extensions remain opaque
to the counterparty to protect privacy, business secrets,
and so on.
The objective is to enable contractual flexibility as sig-
nificant changes in integral business processes must be
enabled by a high degree of automation. Traditionally, if
something will happen in the future, then a contract must
include rules that regulate these particular instances. Usu-
ally, most of regulation is unnecessary since presupposed
events never occur. Therefore, automation requires taking
a deductive approach towards contracting by exploring
relevant concepts with a focus on the basic contractual
elements only. It is sufficient to determine only the con-
cepts and properties without which a transaction cannot
be executed [26]. In general, basic contractual elements
comprise of parties, offer, acceptance, rights and obliga-
tions. Furthermore, the reduction of contractual elements
helps to overcome difficult legal issues such as what law
to apply, the legal context, how to determine rights and
obligations. The common source of reference to the basic
contractual elements is not any national law, but lex mer-
catoria [27] and supranational model rules, e.g., PECLa,
PICCb, DCFRc, CISGd, Incotermse.
The structure of the paper follows the design-science
method [28,29] for the development of eSML and is as fol-
lows. Section 2 presents a business-collaboration model
that evolves from case studies in the research project
called CrossWork [30,31], namely eSourcing [4,7,32,33].
In Section 3, we further explore the collaboration
model in a pattern-based way [32] with the objec-
tive of generating the essential concepts for eSML to
gain business-collaboration suitability. Next, assuming
the control-flow perspective is dominant for enacting
business collaborations, we present in Section 4 the
expressiveness-assurance in eSML. Section 5 presents in
a feasibility evaluation the resulting structure of eSML
and shows examples, followed by discussing a ”proof-of-
construction” application system. Section 6 gives related
work and finally, Section 7 concludes this paper and dis-
cusses future work.
2 Business collaborationmodel
In the EU research project CrossWork [30,31], observing
business collaborations of industry partners reveals char-
acteristic features. An original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) develops value chains in an in-house business
process according to different perspectives, e.g., control
flow of tasks, information flow, personnel management,
allocation of production resources, and so on. The Cross-
Work case studies [31] reveal that the basis for business
collaboration between organizations are contracts. The
basis has implications for the suitability exploration in the
sequel. Next, Section 2.1 explains the orthogonal collab-
oration dimensions of client/server versus peer-to-peer
(P2P). Section 2.2 discusses the structural properties of
the client/server collaboration model. Finally, Section 2.3
shows how the collaboration model with the same struc-
tural properties also enables P2P-collaboration when the
roles of the collaboration-elements change.
2.1 Collaboration dimensions
Figure 1 conceptually depicts conceptually a complex col-
laboration scenario of an OEM with suppliers. The rea-
sons for acquiring services externally are manifold, e.g.,
the OEM can not produce with the same quality, or an
equally low price per piece, the production capacity is not
available, required special know-how is lacking, and so on.
The horizontal ellipses in Figure 1 denote the
client/server-integration of outsourced in-house process
parts to lower-level clients who provide services to the
vertically adjacent higher tier of a supply chain [32]. The
outsourced business processes are refined with additional
process steps by the respective suppliers. The refinements
remain opaque to the service consumer and the supplier
only has awareness of the OEM’s outsourced respective
process but the remaining in-house process remains
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Figure 1 B2B-collaboration dimensions.
opaque. For client/server-integration, several projects
investigate enterprise interoperability [34-36].
Vertical ellipses in Figure 1, depict a P2P-collaboration
within a cluster of small and medium sized enterprises
(SME). If several SMEs form a composed service in a P2P
way [37], they together turn into a supplier for a higher-
level service consumer. In this paper, we consider the
vertical collaboration between organizations by themeans
of service choreography for the subsequent suitability and
expressiveness exploration.
2.2 Client/server-collaboration model
As an explanation of vertical business collaboration,
Figure 2 depicts a three-level model as part of an eSourc-
ing example [4,7,32]. The three-level model is instrumen-
tal for not forcing collaborating parties into connecting
their information infrastructures directly. The processes
in Figure 2 depict the control-flow perspective of the
eSourcing concept that focuses on structurally harmoniz-
ing on an external level the intra-organizational business
processes of a service consuming and one or many ser-
vice providing organizations into a business collaboration.
Important elements of eSourcing are the support of dif-
ferent visibility levels of corporate process details for the
collaborating counterparts and flexible mechanisms for
service monitoring and information exchange. Recently,
leading IT-enterprises launched eSourcing [38] applica-
tion systems [39,40] to enable business collaboration and
in [33] we evaluate these systems against the eSourcing
Reference Architecture eSRA.
The very top and bottom of Figure 2, show the inter-
nal levels of the service consumer and -provider respec-
tively where processes are directly enactable by legacy
systems, which caters towards a heterogeneous system
environment, e.g., by workflowmanagement systems. Fur-
thermore, processes of the OEM and service providers
on a conceptual level are independent from infrastructure
and collaboration specifics. In the center of Figure 2, the
external level stretches across the respective domains of
eSourcing parties where structural processmatching takes
place and for which eSML is applicable. Either collaborat-
ing counterparties project only interfaces, or parts, or all
of the respective conceptual-level processes to the exter-
nal level for performing business-process matching [4,7].
A contractual consensus between collaborating parties
comes into existence when the projected processes are
matched externally, i.e., when they are equal. Not pro-
jected process parts remain opaque to the collaborating
counterparts.
More recently, research in [4] demonstrates with BPMN
and BPEL the feasibility of this approach with indus-
try standards. The eSourcing model in Figure 2 shows
we use Petri-net formalism for exploring structural prop-
erties [7]. The dashed monitoring arcs [32] in Figure 2
connect the conceptual business processes via the exter-
nal level into a configuration. In Section 4, we expand on
the structural properties of eSourcing configurations.














































































Figure 2 eSourcing in three-level business-process as master/client-collaboration.
2.3 P2P-collaboration model
With the same structural properties as explained above
related to Figure 2, also P2P-collaboration are possi-
ble when the roles of the collaboration-model elements
change. Figure 3 depicts these changed roles conceptually.
In comparison to the master/client-collaboration of
Figure 2, the in-house process of a service consumer is
a so-called business-network model (BNM) [41] in the
P2P-case. A BNM captures choreographies that are rele-
vant for a business scenario. A BNM contains legally valid
template contracts that are service types with assigned
roles. Together with the BNM, the service types with
their roles are available in a collaboration hub that houses
business processes as a service (BPaaS-HUB) [42] in the
form of subset process views [4]. The latter addresses
the need to semi-automatically find collaboration parties
and learn about their identity, services, and reputation.
A BPaaS-HUB enables speedy business-partner discovery
and support for on-the-fly background checking with a
matching of services.
On the external layer of Figure 2, now service offers
match with service types from the BNM identically to
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Figure 3 P2P-collaboration with eSourcing.
the contractual sphere of collaborating parties in Figure 2.
Additionally, a collaborating partner must match into the
role specifics associated with a respective service type.
The matching must follow the same structural rules as
expressed in Section 2. Likewise, the local services of the
service providers in Figure 2 are behavioural sub-classes
to their corresponding service offers the same way as
the provider’s contractual sphere relates to the provider
sphere. In the sequel, we discuss the structural properties
such collaboration configurations must adhere to.
Next, we explore the required set of concepts and prop-
erties for specifying a contractual electronic choreog-
raphy-specification language.
3 Ontological suitability exploration
There are two angles for approaching the suitabil-
ity exploration. First, in Section 3.1 we explore cross-
organizational collaboration from the paradigm that con-
tracts are the foundation. This is the differentiating
approach to choreography development that we ontolog-
ically explore by generating the HermiT-OWL reasoner
[43] checked eSourcing ontology first that we translate
as a means of feasibility evaluation into eSML secondar-
ily. For downloading, we provide links in Section 1. In
Section 3.2, a pattern-based exploration further details the
contractual collaboration paradigm that are again input
for the eSourcing ontology- and eSML development.
3.1 eContract-based exploration
For ensuring that the eSourcing ontology and the sub-
sequently deduced eSML comprises sociotechnial con-
cepts to allow the formulation of real-world business-
collaboration in relevant perspectives like control-flow,
data-flow, resources and so on, the case-study find-
ings culminating in the eSourcing model of Figure 2,
require more exploration. Taking pre-existing work about
contract automation [44] into account, we extend the set
of concepts and properties for the eSourcing ontology and
eSML to achieve suitability in accordance with Section 2
where we deduce features from the business collaboration
model.
The eSourcing ontology we base on a smart contracting
foundation [9] namely the XML-based language ECML
(Electronic ContractingMarkup Language) [44]. Thereby,
the latter is also incorporated into eSML that we use
for the feasibility evaluation in the sequel. A smart con-
tract is a legally enforceable agreement in which two or
more parties commit to certain obligations in return for
certain rights [45,46]. Contracts are instruments for orga-
nizing business collaborations. Smart contracting aims at
using information technologies to significantly improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of paper contracting,
allowing companies to support newly emerging business
paradigms, while still being legally protected.
Although ECML permits business-process definitions,
it lacks a clear collaboration-model support as proposed
by eSourcing. Inheriting concepts from ECML, at the
highest abstraction level, a contract in the eSourcing
ontology and eSML answers three conceptual questions
i.e., the Who, Where, and What question for which we
refer the reader to [44] for further details.
3.1.1 TheWho concept
This concept that we depict in Figure 4, legally clearly
identifies the contracting parties by including the class
party. Parties are actors that have rights and obligations
that are listed in the eSourcing configuration. Concern-
ing the relationship cardinalities, it is defined that at least
two party specifications must be part of a contract. It is
also possible to have more than two parties defined. For
example, an original manufacturer can agree with several
suppliers to be part of one contract.
In a contract, several third parties termed mediators
may optionally be part of an electronic contract. Medi-
ators represented by class mediator participate in the
enactment of an eSourcing configuration without state-
ments about rights/obligations. Consequently, mediators
do not have to sign the eContract. If their relations def-
inition with the parties is legally binding, the mediators
become a party in the same, or in a separate contract that
states their rights and obligations. For example, a medi-
ator verifies whether an eSourcing configuration that is
part of a contract terminates successfully from a control-
flow point of view. In order to safeguard business details
from each other, the contracting parties are not allowed
to check such correct termination themselves without
disclosing their business secrets to each other.
Contracting parties and optional numbers of medi-
ators are in a relationship with several other classes.
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Figure 4 The Whomodel.
The company_data comprises, e.g., the name of a
contracting party or mediator, the type of legal organiza-
tion, and so on. The company_contact_data refers to
the geographic location of an eSourcing party to uniquely
identify according to legal requirements a contracting
party, or a mediator.
The class resource_section is the root of the
resource perspective comprising a contracting party, or
a mediator with optionally attached resource defini-
tions. However, the latter is superfluous unless a mediator
is part of commercial exchanges. Resources are actors and
non-actors of which the latter is either consumable, or
non-consumable.
The classes company_data and company_
contact_data are subclasses of class only_
vars_section that contains variables and so-called
process snippets. The class var_section is a connec-
tion to the data-flow perspective that includes company
description, trade registration number, VAT registra-
tion number, address of registration, etc. The class
snippet_section references so-called contract snip-
pets that are attachable to particular contract definitions,
e.g., to attach general terms and conditions. We refer to
[25] for details about the resource perspective that is part
of theWho-concept.
3.1.2 TheWhere concept
In Figure 5, we distinguish two basic aspects of the elec-
tronic contracting context, i.e., the business context and
the legal context. Thus, the Where-section comprises two
separate parts. In addition, a third subsection optionally
references other electronic contracting provisions that are
not part of the core legal and business context.
All three classes named business_context_
provisions, legal_context_provisions, and
other_context_provisions are subclasses of the
grouping class named all_section. It references
the classes process_section, var_section,
rule_section, and snippet_section.
3.1.3 TheWhat concept
As depicted in Figure 6, the What-model contains con-
cepts related to the exchanged values and their related
conditions. Two main subsections of the What-concept
are the exchanged_value and the corresponding
exchange_provisions for the value exchange. These
classes are defined separately for every respective contrac-
tual party involved in contracting.
In a case of product exchange, the product description
employs data constructs. In a case of service exchange,
the service description combines data-flows and pro-
cess constructs. The corresponding financial reward for
the received value (in non-barter exchanges) uses the
same constructs as a service description subsection. The
value-exchange provisions subsection requires the use of
rule and process-specification constructs. Examples for
exchange provisions are rules for determining how late
payment needs to be handled, how cancellations are dealt
with, or definitions for calculating interest adjustments in
payments.
Figure 5 The Wheremodel.
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Figure 6 The Whatmodel.
The Who-, What-, and Where concepts respectively
correspond to the concepts of agents, the knowledge
by agents, and the agents’ environment respectively. We
understand agents as autonomous entities situated in an
environment that perceive events occurring in the envi-
ronment, reason based on knowledge, and act on the basis
of perceived events. The concept of agents and related
concepts are crucial in negotiating and achieving con-
tracts within sociotechnical systems as contracts can only
occur between autonomous entities that should be con-
ceptually understood as agents. We refer to [47] for a
detailed discussion.
The concept of agents and related concepts are partic-
ularly relevant for the P2P-collaboration model within a
cluster of SMEs overviewed in Section 2.3 as SMEs are
autonomous entities. According to the P2P-collaboration
model, several SMEs form a composed service in a P2P
way and this way jointly become a supplier for a higher-
level service consumer. The P2P-collaboration model
between autonomous SMEs is partially, or fully automated
[47] by software agents that negotiate and conclude con-
tracts on behalf of the enterprises. The software agents
need the eSML for representing the contracts.
Next, we further explore the suitability features of elec-
tronic contracting in using patterns that are conceptual
and on the outset technology-agnostic.
3.2 Pattern-based exploration
The chosen method for continued suitability exploration
of additional business-collaboration concepts is as fol-
lows. To translate the eSourcing model of Figure 2 into a
suitable ontology and subsequently, a choreography lan-
guage, we deduce several feature dimensions in the form
of axes that create a multi-dimensional, logical space. On
every axis, dimension values detail the eSourcing feature
an axis represents. By taking a subset of axes, we cre-
ate a logical space that represents a particular eSourcing
perspective. Consequently, the axes and their contained
values serve as a taxonomy for ordering and relating to
each other a set of perspective-relevant patterns. Note,
we present a high-level overview of the pattern space and
refer to [32] for the actual pattern specifications.
The three axes in Figure 7 represent different
eSourcing dimensions with values. The created multi-
dimensional space is instrumental for deducing
eSourcing-construction elements for protecting internal
business details, ensuring data exchange that adheres
to correct control-flow, and for permitting the ser-
vice consumer a controlled observation of the service
provider’s enactment progress. Correspondingly, the axes
of the multi-dimensional space of Figure 7, represent the
conceptual dimensions called contractual visibility, con-
joinment, and monitorability [32]. The first conceptual
dimension permits deducing interaction patterns [25] that
occur during the setup phase of an electronic business
collaboration. The interaction patterns are input for the
proof-of-construction prototype we give in Section 5.4.
The latter two conceptual dimensions of Figure 7 turn
into eSML language constructs in the sequel.
The cube dimensions and values of Figure 7, are as
follows. Contractual visibility focuses on the amount of
business-process nodes a collaborating party projects to
an external level to be visible for the counterparty. First,
a white-box value means all nodes of a process part to be
sourced are externalized. In case of a black-box value, only
the interfaces of that process part are projected. Finally,
the gray-box value means, the interfaces and a subset of
the nodes and arcs of the externally sourced process part
are projected.
Conjoinment focuses on the exchange of business infor-
mation between the domains of the collaborating parties.
Consequently, the business processes within the domains
contain equal conjoinment constructs. One-directional
conjoining implies that there is one out-, or in-directed
information exchange between the domains of a service
consumer and provider. Bi-directional conjoining is ini-
tiated by an out-directed information exchange to the
domain of the collaborating counterpart who returns the
communication exchange immediately to the initiating
party.
Monitorability covers the way how nodes in the con-
sumer’s and provider’s conceptual-level business pro-
cesses link to each other via constructs with the properties
termed messaging and polling. The nodes of the external-
ized process part connect to nodes in the corresponding
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Figure 7 Dimensions and values of the eSourcing perspective.
service-provider process. The degree of monitorability of
service provisioning for a service consumer increases by
the amount of node linkages. At a minimum, all interface
nodes of both domain processes need to be linked with
each other. Additional nodes may be linked that belong
to the respective business processes of service consumers
and service providers. We refer to [32] for detailed pattern
specifications and to [25] for collaborating counterparty-
interaction patterns during setup.
The remainder of this section shows concepts in mod-
els that are instrumental for supporting the logical pattern
space.
3.2.1 Data-packagemodel
In an eSourcing configuration, a contract defines vari-
ables and documents that are relevant for enactment.
Figure 8 shows entities for integrating such data into
an eSourcing configuration. A contract references a
data_definition_section that in return references
one or several data_package instances. These data
packages optionally contain a set of variables and docu-
ments.
It must be possible to reference data by other electronic
contracting elements. It is essential for safeguarding that
data have specific types to allow for assured contract pro-
cessing. Data types set basic constraints on the allowed
values for a data element. Two classes of required data
types we identify, namely standard- and special data types.
The identified data types we adopt from ECML and in [44]
further details and examples can be found.
3.2.2 Processmodel
In Figure 9, the process model contains classes that belong
to the control-flow perspective. A process_section
may contain no or multiple process definitions. A process
is a type of route, which is the root class for a process def-
inition. All remaining classes of the process_section
in [25] are part of the eSourcing perspective. The majority
of those classes are for defining and mapping the life-
cycles of service consumer- and provider processes that
are involved in an eSourcing configuration.
The class life_cycle_definition is option-
ally multiple times part of process_section and
Figure 8 Ontological data_definition_sectionmodel.
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Figure 9 The processmodel.
instrumental for defining life-cycle stages of entire pro-
cesses, or merely active nodes that are part of respective
processes. Such definitions are part of consumer- and
provider processes. The classes process_lifecycle
and active_node_lifecycle are subclasses of
lifecycle_details. The latter class is part of the
eSourcing perspective that we explain in the sequel.
After specifying the lifecycles of respective pro-
cesses and their contained active nodes, labels that
express equal tasks have different expressions. Thus,
class active_node_label_mapping is instrumen-
tal to define such semantic equivalence that is impor-
tant for verifying projection inheritance of a consumer
sphere and the refinement sphere of a service provider.
Class lifecycle_mapping allows to map life-cycle
stages of different processes and active nodes belonging
to the domains of a service consumer and -provider. The
mapping expresses such labels with different names are
semantically equal.
3.2.3 Lifecycle-definitionmodel
The model about different types of life-cycle ele-
ments in Figure 10 is an adjacent sub-model to route
[25] with an associated class lifecycle_details.
The classes of Figure 10 define the lifecycles of
processes and active nodes that are part of an
eSourcing configuration. Accordingly, Figure 10
depicts that lifecycle_details is a subclass of
lifecycle_elements.
Figure 10 The lifecycle_detailsmodel.
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There exists a mutual reference between class
lifecycle_elements and the extracted lifecycle
control-flow classes. Concretely, states are either of
the type nesting_ state, or atomic_state.
For the first class, on a lower level of a nesting state,
further lifecycle elements exist, including another
instance of nesting_state. On the other hand, class
atomic_state is not further refinable on a lower level.
Finally, transitions propel the lifecycle of a process, or
active node from one state to the next.
3.2.4 Monitorability model
The classes in Figure 11 are part of the monitorability
dimension of the eSourcing perspective to link active-
and passive nodes that belong to the respective contrac-
tual spheres of a service consumer and -provider. On a
process level, nodes are only active, i.e., task, transition,
send task, receive task, send transition, receive transition,
bi-directional task, and bi-directional transition. The only
two cases of passive nodes exist on a life-cycle level of
tasks where nested states and atomic states exist.
By defining monitoring links between nodes of respec-
tive eSourcing domains, it is possible for one contracting
party to observe the progress of process enactment of
the eSourcing counterpart. Usually the monitoring direc-
tion is from service consumer to provider. However, it is
also possible that monitorability constructs of different
directions are used in a P2P-collaboration.
The monitorability classes of Figure 11 fall into the cat-
egories polling-, or messaging constructs. In polling, the
consumer frequently requests the status of the linked node
in the domain of the service provider. Upon perceived
enactment change, the linked node in the domain of the
service consumer follows the change. Polling an active
node with a life-cycle follows a mirroring of state changes,
or transition firings. Polling a transition on a process level
returns information about the firing of a linked node. The
class enactment_propagation is for signalling the
enactment of an eSourcing sphere starts in the domain
Figure 11 The monitorabilitymodel.
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of the service consumer. This enactment commencement
propagates to the service provider. Messaging classes link
nodes from the process enacting domain to the observ-
ing counterparty. Thus, for linking two transitions in
opposing eSourcing domains, the firing message trig-
gers behaviour mirroring by the linked node. For linked
tasks, lifecycle-state and -transition changes are events
the task in the counterparty domain follows. Finally, class
enactment_termination is for polling the comple-
tion of a service provision, which the service consumer
mirrors so that the remainder of the consumer’s in-house
process commences with enactment.
3.2.5 Transition-typemodel
In Figure 12, class transition_type is central for all
active nodes belonging to the control-flow perspective
and the conjoinment dimension of the eSourcing perspec-
tive. We refer to [25] for full details. As Figure 12 shows,
class transition_type is also a central connection to
the workflow-data perspective. The class lock_type is
initially set for a data package, which the lock_change
tag changes. The common_var_attributes contains
properties for all simple and complex variables.
The class named data in Figure 12 is central for
the workflow-data perspective. An instance of data
optionally references one or many data-packages that
contain different variables and/or document definitions.
Figure 12 The transition_typemodel.
If workflow_visibility_range in data is true, a
package is visible in all cases of a process template for all
active nodes contained. If case_visibility is true, a
data package is visible for all cases.
The data_flow_direction specifies the passing of
data elements from a block-task instance to the corre-
sponding sub-workflow that defines its implementation.
When no further explicit assignment definition exists,
no data passing happens since data has a global status.
Thus, all lower-level elements are automatically aware of
the data package. If additional assignment tags exist then
edata passing uses either a dedicated data channel, or an
integrated control- and data channel, i.e., in the latter case
data flows along control flow.
The property control_flow_passing is instru-
mental for supporting data_flow_direction.
Upon defining data_types on a block level, setting
control_flow_passing to true implies the use of
an integrated control- and data channel. As a result, data
flows from one node to the next along control flow.
By using sub_level_visibility in combination
with a data_package_ref definition for a control-flow
block element, we specify to which lower-level degree the
data_package_ref is visible. For example, if a block
has 5 lower levels of routing elements and level 4 we
define in a sub_level_visibility tag then ele-
ments located on the lowest level do not have visibility of
the data package, i.e., the 5th level below the definition
level of the specific data package.
In Figure 12, transition_type references other
classes that are part of the workflow-data perspective.
The reference data_existence_precondition
is to check the presence of a variable as a pre-
requisite for the enactment of an active node and
data_existence_postcondition defines the pres-
ence of a variable as a postcondition that must hold
after the completed enactment of an active node. The
superclass data_existence_condition_type
comprises properties for defining which variable in a
package must exist.
Finally, the classes data_value_precondition
and data_value_postcondition define pre-
and postconditions for the enactment of active nodes.
However, differently to the case above where vari-
able existence is the criteria, here the variables must
have a particular value. Therefore, the superclass
data_value_condition_type contains a property
for checking the value of a variable.
3.2.6 Datamodel
The classes in Figure 13 support further data-flow mod-
els and belong exclusively to the data-flow perspective.
The central class is data that is replicated in the routing
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Figure 13 The datamodel.
models of [25] and Figure 12 to denote a connection
between the respective models.
With case_visibility_range, we specify the set
of cases where a data package is equally visible. Class
passing_destination supports passing
data packages between tasks. Class passing_
destination is instrumental for two different sce-
narios. When data_type definition is on a block
level, then explicit data passing from a block level to
a contained lower-level element happens with spec-
ification passing_destination. Furthermore,
a passing_destination specification assigns
task-level data packages explicitly to the higher
level, e.g., a block. Instead of passing a data pack-
age per se, destination_package_mapping and
source_package_mappingmap parts of a data pack-
age in one process node onto properties of another data
package at some other location.
In Figure 13, passing_type is a superclass of
passing_origin and passing_destination.
Thus, depending on the visibility level for destination
passing, the properties in passing_type are for setting
detailed definitions in the subclasses passing_origin
and passing_destination. Identifying the
referenced classes aim_task and aim_case gives
several options. For example, several instances of a task
exist within a case, or an eSourcing configuration is
equally instantiated several times. Thus, the superclass
instance_type identifies data visibility for either all
instances, or a subset of either tasks, or cases.
Finally, class package_mapping_type in
Figure 13 serves as a superclass of destination_
package_mapping and source_package_
mapping. The superclass contains a property for target-
ing a data package for mapping variables onto another
package. During that mapping, a transformation function
is available that employs package_mapping_type
references class variable _mapping. Next, we
address semantic expressiveness assurance of electronic
contracting.
4 Expressiveness exploration
The eSourcing example in Figure 2 uses labelled Petri
nets [48,49]. The special type of Petri nets used for the
conceptual levels of resourced, namely workflow nets
(WF-nets) [50], has one unique passive input node and
one unique passive output node. Furthermore, all other
active and passive nodes in a WF-net contribute to its
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processing. WF-nets carry the property of soundness
[51,52], which informally states after the completion of a
net, only one tokenmust remain in the unique passive out-
put node and all other passive nodes must be empty. WF-
nets present an opportunity to verify the soundness before
enactment of an overall process for ensuring a smooth
enactment, e.g. with the powerful tool Woflan [53].
Starting with the domain of the service consumer in
Figure 2, an in-house process shows on the conceptual
level a WF-net. The in-house process contains a subnet
termed a consumer sphere that is visualized with a grey
ellipse. On the border of the consumer sphere, labelled
passive nodes are interface places. Only one interface
place is i-labelled and only one is o-labelled. The other
interface places are either in or out-labelled to denote
an exchange direction of business-critical information
between the in-house process and its contained consumer
sphere. Furthermore, the labelling implies whether an
interface place has an input arc or an output arc in the
sphere. If an interface place is i-, or in-labelled, it has one
output arc to an active node in the sphere. If an interface
place is o-, or out-labelled, it has one input arc from an
active node in the sphere.
The in-house process is mapped to the internal level of
Figure 2 onto legacy systems. A service provider enacts
the consumer sphere and therefore projected to the exter-
nal level to become the consumer contractual sphere.
From the opposite eSourcing domain a, complementary
provider contractual sphere is projected to the external
level. Since the respective contractual spheres in Figure 2
are isomorph, a consensus is given between the eSourcing
parties, which is the prerequisite for a contract [54].
The provider contractual sphere is complemented by a
provider sphere on the conceptual level. Compared to the
provider contractual sphere, additional nodes refine the
provider sphere. In Figure 2, such refinement we depict by
unlabelled active nodes in the provider sphere that do not
exist in the provider contractual sphere. Hence, the refine-
ment remains opaque for the collaborating counterpart.
If the isomorph external-level processes are connected
graphs, the refinement must be in accordance with projec-
tion inheritance [55] that is informally defined as follows.
If it is not possible to distinguish the behaviours of pro-
cesses x and y when executing arbitrary active nodes of
x, but when only the effects of active nodes that are also
present in y are considered, then x is a subclass of y. Thus,
process x inherits the projection of the process definition
ywhile process x conforms to the dynamic behaviour of its
superclass by hiding active nodes new in x. Furthermore,
such processes in an inheritance relation always have the
same termination options. Note that Woflan [53] is also
instrumental for verifying projection inheritance.
For relating the consumer sphere, the respective con-
tractual spheres, and the provider sphere, the obligatory
requirement of well-directedness of an eSourcing config-
uration must be fulfilled. This requirement focusses on
the interface places of the spheres, which are part of
exchange channels between spheres and the remaining
in-house process. An eSourcing configuration is well-
directed when the interface places of the consumer
sphere, the respective contractual spheres of the service
consumer and provider, and the provider sphere are equal
in number and labelling.
An eSourcing configuration is formally mapped to so
called bilateral workflow nets [7] so that a collapsing pro-
cedure is applicable for checking the correct termination
on an interorganizational level. On the top right side of
Figure 2, the in-house process and the provider sphere
fulfill the well-directedness requirement. The bottom of
Figure 2 shows the collapsed net with a removed con-
sumer sphere replaced with the provider sphere in the
in-house process. As a result, the collapsed net must be
a sound WF-net. If the projections to the external level
result in isomorph contractual spheres that are connected
graphs, the collapsed net must be a subclass net of the
consumer in-house process according to projection inher-
itance. In any case, the overall process resulting from the
collapsing procedure of an eSourcing configuration must
always terminate correctly, i.e., be a sound WF-net.
Next, we discuss the practical application of the eCon-
tracting approach.
5 Feasibility evaluation
For the feasibility study, we translate the concepts
and properties of the HermiT-reasoner [43] verified
eSourcing ontology into a machine-readable language
eSML for which Section 1 comprises footnote hyper-
links to the ontology and the website with the schema
definition.
For evaluating eSML, we consider a business case from
the automobile industry. Briefly and related to Figure 1,
in the automobile industry, OEMs have several tiers of
suppliers that agree to deliver systems collaboratively. For
example, the OEM assembles cars with systems like a
cockpit, or an engine, etc. These systems are manufac-
tured by Tier 1 that gets the components for those systems
from a Tier 2 supplier. By applying eSourcing with spec-
ifying the inter-organizational collaboration with eSML,
we facilitate the complex coordination effort between col-
laborating parties. In [31], the reader finds further details
about the background of the industrial case study for this
feasibility evaluation.
For the remainder, Section 5.1 shows the structure
of eSML and also gives code examples that stem from
a case study with industry. In Section 5.2, we explain
an existing system architecture that enables the collab-
oration of decentralized autonomous organizations in a
smart-contracting way that utilizes process views. Next,
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Section 5.3 explains the lifecycle for setting up smart con-
tracts based collaborations, including how to let them
evolve. Finally, Section 5.4 show the lifecycle of eSML
instantiations and enactment.
5.1 eSourcing markup language
We show the high-level structure of the business-
collaboration language. As explained earlier, eSML uses
parts of the ECML [44] schema as a foundation. Figure 14
reflects this fact by considering an entire eSML instance
as a contract between collaborating parties and by struc-
turing the eSML content into the blocksWho,Where, and
What, as explained in Section 3. We refer to [25] for more
information about ECML the definition of company data
and company-contact data and the Where block.
The bold typed eSML-definitions in Figure 14 are exten-
sions and modifications that are not part of the ECML
foundation. In the Who block, extensions for eSML are




































Figure 14 An overview of an eSML instantiation.
What block, the XRL adoption permits the use of control-
flow patterns for business-process definitions that have
semantic clarity. However, extensions exist for adopting
the conjoinment nodes described in Section 3.2 and for
linking to the resource- and data-definition sections of
eSML that are both based on respective pattern collec-
tions [56,57]. The life-cycle definitions [25] are for the
business processes and contained tasks.
The life-cycle-mapping block addresses establishing
semantic equivalence between, firstly, the life-cycles of
the inter-organizationally harmonized business processes,
and secondly, for the life-cycles of tasks from the oppos-
ing domains. Different labels of tasks belonging to pro-
cesses of opposing domains may be semantically equal.
To establish a semantic equality, the second part of the
mapping block focuses on the mapping of task labels in
the active_node_label_mapping tag. Such map-
ping is relevant for establishing a contractual consensus
between collaborating parties. The monitorability (see
Section 3.2) block of Figure 14 specifies how much of the
enactment phase the service consumer perceives. Next,
we show eSML examples that result from a CrossWork
case study [31] and refer to [25] for the full eSML schema,
models and more code examples.
5.1.1 Resource-perspective definition
The code extract in Listing 1 is part of the resource
definition where an organizational unit is defined as a per-
manently existing organization. Thus, it is not a unit that
dissolves at a certain point in time, e.g., an organization
set up for the purpose of managing a project that has a
deadline. In Line 11 the name of the organizational unit is
defined, followed by the definition of the start date. Orga-
nizational units may have a business objective assigned. In
the code example of Listing 1 this definition is omitted.
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The organizational unit has department members that
are defined as roles. These roles are separately speci-
fied in the resource section of the eSML file. According
to Line 19 the procurement department has one head
of department. In Line 17, the Department_Head is
a unique identifier for an separate extensive role defini-
tion. Similarly, Lines 22-24 specify that the procurement
department has a resource assigned with the role name
Department_Clerk. In the line below the number of
individuals is given that slip into the mentioned role of a
clerk. Finally, in Line 28 an individual is directly specified
as a procurement-department member with the identifier
Actor2.
5.1.2 Data-flow definition
The central part of the data-flow definition in an eSML
file is a data package. Such data packages flow through
a business process and are exchangeable to the oppos-
ing organizational domain. Following the data-flow pat-
tern specifications [57], in an eSML instantiation, data
has a particular visibility ranging from only a task to all
instances of a business process and even its environment;
a certain interaction type that focuses on the way data
is communicated with, e.g, a data package is communi-
cated from a task to another task; or from a block to a
different process instance, and so on. Data has different
transfer type specifications, e.g., by a copy, a reference,
by value, etc. Finally, a data-flow element interacts with
the control-flow perspective, e.g., a pre- or postcondition
of data existence for a task, data-value based condition
evaluation, etc.




























The code extract of Listing 2 specifies a data package
with a contained variable and a document section. In Line
14, a variable is specified with its attributes. The bill of
material is changeable, i.e., the value may be modified,
and it is enabled for use. Additionally, Lines 24-32 define
a document that is a CAD drawing and is available at a
particular uri.





















Listing 3 is an example of data packages are used with
elements in the control-flow of an eSML instantiation. A
receive node is specified that receives two data packages
from the domain of a collaborating counterpart. In Line
13 the data package with the identifier cd is specified as an
input. Additionally, in Line 17 the data package with the
identifier id is equally input to the receiving node.
5.1.3 Structure of process-harmonization definition
The code extract in Listing 4 shows how to harmonize
the structure of processes. For every collaborating party
an exchanged_value section specifies if a service is
either provided or consumed, which depends on the role
a collaborating party slips into.
Listing 4 Business-process harmonization example























Several sourcing_spheresmay be part of a process
specification. Lines 17-21 of Listing 4 specify that three
sourcing spheres are embedded in a parallel_sync
construct. Thus, the sourcing spheres are contained in
parallel branches of control. The sourcing spheres are
matched by spheres in exchanged_value sections of
the same eSML instantiation that belong to opposing col-
laborating parties. For the matching, we specify grey-box
contractual visibility pattern (see Section 3.2). In its final
state where a consensus is specified in an eSML instan-
tiation, the content of opposing sourcing spheres must
match in content. In Lines 17-21, we omit control flow
code for space limitation. In Lines 24-26, further eSML
constructs specify further inter-organizational business
process harmonization. The constructs for mapping life-
cycles and for monitorability specifications are in the
exchanged_value section of the service consumer.
5.1.4 Life-cycle definition
In an eSourcing configuration, the heterogeneous sys-
tem environment of the internal level needs to be inter-
organizationally harmonized. The business processes of
collaborating parties may have deviating life-cycles on a
process and task level. For the enactment phase, it is
relevant to specify a synchronization of the life-cycles.
















In Listing 5, we shown that life-cycles for a process are
specified with control-flow constructs. In Line 13, a not
further decomposable atomic state is defined. However in
a life-cycle, states are possible that contain further nested
states. Accordingly, eSML contains a nesting_state
construct that comprises lower-level states. The life-
cycle of a process or a task is propelled by transitions
of which Line 16 shows an example. In Line 23, the
active_node_life-cycle of a task is defined with
the same control-flow constructs for the specification of
process life-cycles. We refer the reader to [25] for code
examples about mapping lifecycle definitions between dif-
ferent tasks and processes belonging to separate counter-
parties.
5.1.5 Mapping definitions
If a heterogeneous system environment with different life-
cycles is harmonized in one eSourcing configuration, it
may be important for the enactment infrastructure to
specify in an eSML instantiation how the respective life-
cycles fit together. As the previous case study shows,
in an eSourcing configuration several service providers
are included with one service consumer. Thus, for life-
cycle harmonization it is relevant to include all service
providers. The respective life-cycle steps that are specified
as equal may have diverting names but are still semanti-
cally equivalent. The same holds for the mapping of task
labels from the domains of opposing parties.
The code extract below shows how life-cycles are
mapped. In Line 11 the mapping of process life-cycles
starts with first specifying the life-cycle label of the service
consumer. From Line 17 onwards the semantically equiva-
lent labels of two service providers are specified. For every
life-cycle step this specification needs to be repeated.




















































For the mapping of task labels, a code extract is given
in Listing 7. In Line 11 the specification of a service-
consumer task label starts by first naming the process a
task is contained in followed by the label of a task. In
Line 17 similar specifications are given for the domain
of the service provider. Differently to life-cycle mappings,
there is always one label of the service consumer that is
mapped to a label of one service provider because the con-
cept of eSourcing assumes a task is always serviced by one
provider.
















The code in Listing 8 is for specifying monitorability links
with between the business processes of collaborating par-
ties. The more monitorability patterns are specified, the
more enactment progress the service consumer is able to
follow. Many monitorability patterns are specified in [32]
to cater for differing linking functionalities in a heteroge-
neous system environment of eSourcing configurations.






















An example for a monitorability specification is given in
Listing 8 with two parts, namely one for the specification
of polling constructs and one for specifying messaging
constructs. In Lines 13-19, a transition-messaging moni-
torability construct is defined. First, the transition identi-
fier in the domain of the service consumer represents the
target node. In Lines 20-27, the source node for the mes-
saging construct is specified located in the domain of the
service provider.
5.2 eContracting architecture
To enable the setup and enactment of process-view based
collaboration evolution, a system must meet a set of
requirements. First, there must exist a service that facil-
itates the matching of service offers from collaborating
parties and service requests from consuming organiza-
tions. Second, the collaborating parties house internally
a component for the distributed binding and enactment
of emergency cases. Third, with tool support, the parties
must rapidly develop service offers and concrete services.
Fourth, each collaborating party is capable of orchestrat-
ing its own internal legacy system for automating the
collaboration. Finally, due to the heterogeneity of the col-
laboration, a translation service must exist for bridging
the differences (technical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic)
between collaborating parties.
The eSourcing Reference Architecture [33] supports
these requirements. Figure 15 depicts the resulting archi-
tecture in UML-component diagram notation that takes
into account the above listed requirements. The Service-
HUB [42] as a trusted third party service in themiddle that
satisfies the first requirement and is suitable for the rapid
setup phase in an emergency scenario. Each party has on
an external layer an eSourcing_Middleware for the techni-
cal binding after a successful setup that satisfies the sec-
ond requirement. During the distributed collaboration-
enactment, the eSourcing_Middleware exchanges data
via a security-ensuring gateway with the other parties.
Thus, the eSourcing_Middleware also comprises external
workflow- and rules-enactment services that coordinate
each other not only internally but also via the gateway
with other parties. We assume there exists in each party
a conceptual layer with a service for Setup_Support that
satisfies the third requirement and comprises tools for not
only rapidly internally designing services and rules with
the help of pattern libraries [58], but also includes a local
verification- and simulation service. Next, each party has
an internal layer with a service for Legacy_Management
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Figure 15 The eSourcing Reference Architecture eSRA [33] supports setting up eContracts.
that satisfies the fourth requirement and comprises local
workflow- and rules enactment services that coordinate
each other for the orchestration of Web-service wrapped
internal legacy systems. Finally, the external- and inter-
nal enactment services exchange via a Translator service
on the conceptual layer of each party to bridge the het-
erogeneous collaboration aspects. The Translator satisfies
the final requirement and also connects on the conceptual
layer with the Setup_Support service. Note that we omit
in Figure 15 the conceptual- and internal layer with the
exception of the Hiring company due to space limitations.
5.3 eContracting lifecycle
The generalized lifecycle in Figure 16 depicts conceptu-
ally and clockwise on the one hand the initial steps for
setting up a cross-organizational collaboration configu-
ration with the components of the system architecture
in Figure 15. On the other hand, a subset of the lifecy-
cle steps allows for a process-view based evolution of a
collaboration configuration.
We first explain below the elementary steps of the life-
cycle in Figure 16 relate to the architecture in Figure 15.
Alphabetic letters relate the explanations to the respective
lifecycle steps. Support for the conceptual formulation
(a) of business processes and their accompanying rules
involves the eSourcing_Setup_Support component. The
latter comprises functionality for re-using business rules
and process patterns for rapid conceptual-layer business
process formulation.
Mapping details from the conceptual layer business-
process to the internal layer (b) pertains to binding the
tasks of a conceptual-layer process involving the eSourc-
ing_Setup_Support to the Web-service ports that wrap
legacy systems in the Legacy_Management so that an
enactment-time orchestration of the latter is possible. The
mapping also involves the Translator component from
a conceptual- to an internal layer. Projecting from the
conceptual layer business-process details to the external
layer (c) involves the Translator component that creates
different notation-formats to cater for business-process
heterogeneity, e.g, from BPEL on the conceptual layer to
BPMN on the external layer.
Brokering capability of projected business processes (d)
for both the service consumer and the service provider
must be able to place their projected process views into
a broker environment of a Service-HUB component. This
functionality is important for collaborations in an anony-
mous environment. The process views must be searchable
for potential business partners. Bidding capability for pro-
jected processes views (e) is part of the Service-HUB com-
ponent. The collaborating counter-party evaluates and
chooses the subjectively best bid.
Negotiation support for setting up a collaboration con-
figuration with known collaborating parties (f ) is relevant
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Figure 16 Lifecycle for setting up an eSourcing configuration (solid arrows) and evolving existing collaborations (dashed arrows) using process
views.
after collaborating parties have found each other, they
need a Service-HUB component for starting the contract-
ing negotiations on the external layer of a collaboration
configuration. This negotiation involves the projection of
process views onto the external layer until achieving a
matching that establishes a consensus between the service
provisioning and service consumption.
Verifying perspectives of a collaboration configuration
(g) from a control-flow point of view is important to verify
a collaboration configuration for correct termination [7].
A verification must ensure that a service provisioning
internally adheres to the externally promised collabora-
tion behaviour. Simulation of a collaboration configura-
tion (h) addresses that despite verification, errors may
still occur during service enactment. Hence, a simulation
component for business processes must be available for
a-priori enactment simulation.
Distribution of business processes (i) to the external-
and internal layer we cater for in the Translator com-
ponent on the conceptual-layer. Shielding of business
processes and legacy systems on concern-separating
layers (j) must ensure the legacy systems that are
Web-service wrapped and part of the internal layer, are
safeguarded by data-monitoring functionality. Finally, the
Enactment of a ready collaboration configuration (k) takes
place with distributed rules- and process engines that
are on the one hand part of the external layer’s eSourc-
ing_Middleware component and on the other hand, the
Legacy_Management component of the internal layer.
After a completed setup phase, the enactment of a col-
laboration configuration commences. The actual enact-
ment components must be present on an internal layer
for orchestrating legacy systems. Additional enactment
components on the external layer need to choreograph
the internal components of the respective collaborating
parties.
Finally, besides the full collaboration-setup lifecycle in
Figure 16 that culminates in the enactment stage, there
is a subset-lifecycle embedded denoted by dashed arrows
for process-view based collaboration evolution. The start
is from (k) to (a) for first performing changes to the exist-
ing internal business process. Next, the internal-process
projection (c) to the external-layer process view that cul-
minates in a verification (g) and also optional simulation
(h). Changes to the process view must be propagated into
the domains of collaborating counterparties. In the latter
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case, a verification (g) and simulation (h) assures the re-
established soundness of the overall business collabora-
tion. Distribution (i) and shielding (j) precede a continued
enactment (k) of the changed business collaboration. A
dashed, bi-directional arrow in Figure 16 denotes that a
faulty exception occurring at a specific lifecycle stage leads
to a rollback into a previous lifecycle stage.
5.4 eSML enactment
As part of eSML we adopt for control-flow specifications
the eXchangable Routing Language XRL as an instance-
based workflow language that uses XML for the represen-
tation of process definitions and Petri nets [48,49] for its
semantics. The definition of XRL [59] contains as routing
elements a catalog of control-flow patterns [60-63] that
result in strong control-flow expressiveness. These rout-
ing elements are equipped with Petri-net semantics [64],
namely, every routing element stands for an equivalent
workflow net (WF-net) [50,51,65] that can be connected
with other routing elements into a bigger WF-net.
An XRL route is a consistent XML document, that
is, a well-formed and valid XML file with top element
route [25]. The structure of any XML document forms a
tree. In case of XRL, the root element of that tree is the
route that contains exactly one so-called routing element.
A routing element is an important building block and can
either be simple (no child routing elements) or complex
(one or more child routing elements). A complex routing
element specifies whether, when and in which order the
child routing elements are carried out.
To evaluate the expressiveness of eSML, the control-
flow specification realizes the WF-net semantics of XRL
by mapping to PNML [66-68], an XML-based interchange
format that permits the definition of Petri-net types.
A style-sheet translator contains mapping rules [64] to
PNML for every XRL control-flow construct.
Due to page limitation, in Figure 17, we can only
explain the lifecycle of a business process as it is car-
ried out by the enactment application XRL/flower [69]
that is adoptable for an eSRA-based implementation.
Woflan [51,70] for checking control-flow soundness, is
part of XRL/flower. Note that new control-flow elements
adopted in XRLmerely require an additionalmapping rule
in the stylesheet translator while the enactment engine
remains unchanged. We refer to [25] for further details.
6 Related work
Contracting is part of Web-service choreography in some
research work that only takes a technical position. In [71],
contracts are descriptions of the observable behaviour of
multiple services to tackle the problem of composition
as sets of inout- and output actions. The authors show
that a compliant group of contracts is still compliant after
replacement by one of its subcontract. In [72], the same
authors relate the theory of contracts with the notion
of choreography conformance, used to check whether an
aggregation of services correctly behaves according to a
high level specification of their possible conversations
based on input- and output actions. Projection and con-
tract refinement achieve composition of choreography.
Figure 17 Lifecycle of eSML-business-process instantiation and enactment.
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The authors in [73] state support for automated ser-
vice contracting and enactment is crucial for any large
scale service environment, where large numbers of clients
and service providers interact. Concurrent Transaction
Logic is instrumental to model and reason about service
contracts to allow iterative processes in the specifica-
tion of service contracts and enable reasoning about such
contracts. Thereby, the authors limit themselves in their
notion of contracts to technical service choreographies,
service policies and contract requirements.
In [74], the authors consider contracts as labelled tran-
sition systems over located action names, representing
operations at a certain location over a network. In this
technicality focussed approach, the authors study the
foundational aspects of contract compliance in a language
independent way. The language independent representa-
tion of contracts allows for choreography projection in
structured operational semantics. The evaluation applies
the theory of contract compliance with industry-standard
choreography specifications such as WS-CDL.
The related work has in common that no sociotech-
nical approach for the concept of contracting in service
choreography recognizes the interaction between peo-
ple and technology in cross-organizational collaborations.
We address this gap by choosing a reality-based notion of
a legal contract that states a consensus between collabo-
rating parties must be present. This consensus in eSML
represents the matching of process views by a service
consumer and service provider, which is fundamentally
different to the listed related work of purely technical
focus.
Various aspects of negotiating and agreeing contracts
between software agents acting on behalf of enterprises or
individuals are described in [75].
7 Conclusions
This paper presents the ontological concepts and proper-
ties of smart contracting that is an essential ingredient for
the management of decentralized autonomous organiza-
tions. The resulting eSourcing ontology that we define in
the ontology language OWL and check with the HermiT
reasoner, is input for developing the eSourcing Markup
Language eSML. The latter is a choreography language for
cross-organizational business collaboration. eSML results
from a sociotechnical methodical, case study-based suit-
ability and expressiveness exploration that ensures the
language comprises essential collaboration concepts with
a foundation for semantic clarity.
As eSML adopts a real-life contracting foundation,
collaborating parties use process views they project
externally for cross-organizational matching. Once a
matching occurs, a consensus exists that is the essen-
tial criteria for establishing a contract. The process
views are subsets of larger business processes inside
the domains of collaborating parties. We use a sub-
set of ECML as a base language for eSML that we
enhance with additional schemas for process-viewmatch-
ing, and cross-organizational conjoinment and monitora-
bility for achieving suitability. Furthermore, assuming that
the control-flow perspective in a business collaboration
is best explored, the expressiveness in eSML we address
by adopting WF-net based semantics that is verifiable
with tool support. Employing setup-interaction patterns
of collaborating parties, we evaluate eSML in a proof-
of-construction prototype for the setup and enactment
of business collaborations in the CrossWork research
project.
For future work, we plan to further enhance the
eSourcing ontology with law researchers towards provid-
ing a mature ontology for advancing smart contracting.
Furthermore, we plan to carry out more case studies
with eSML in research projects about designing cyber-
physical systems with smart-object orchestration. In those
studies, we want to address expressiveness extensions
into more Internet of Things perspectives. Addition-
ally, an important extension for the eSourcing ontology
and eSML is an adoption of concepts and properties
to cater for adopting advanced security assurance mea-
sures that are relevant for open cyber-physical systems
collaborations. Another open research issue is the safe-
guarding of business collaborations with transactional-
ity concepts that need to go further than traditional
transactions from the database- and workflow domains,
i.e., pertaining to blockchain-related variants such as
sidechains, treechains, minichains, and so on. Thus,
future work will explore such electronic business transac-
tions with the objective of understanding how to extend
eSML for ensuring a safeguarding of cyber-physical
system collaborations, preferably by using blockchain
technology.
Endnotes
aPrinciples of European Contract Law developed by the
Lando-Comission in Europe http://www.jus.uio.no/lm/
eu.contract.principles.parts.1.to.3.2002/




cPrinciples, Definitions and Model Rules of European
Private Law known as Draft Common Frame of
Reference http://ec.europa.eu/justice/contract/files/
european-private-law_en.pdf
dUnited Nations Convention on Contracts for the
International Sale of Goods, adopted 11 April 1980.
eInternational Chamber of Commerce rules http://
www.iccwbo.org/products-and-services/trade-
facilitation/incoterms-2010/the-incoterms-rules/.
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